an “inside track” in dealing with authorities at Coast Guard
Headquarters. The large number of non-AWO companies
without full-time representation in the nation’s capital, as
well as most of the towing industry’s non-union mariners,
clearly do not have this type of easy access to the upper
echelons of the Coast Guard command structure.

Gulf Coast Mariners Association
P. O. Box 3589
Houma, LA 70361-3589
Phone: (985) 879- 3866
Fax: (985) 879-3911

AWO Domination of TSAC
AWO member companies clearly dominate the Towing
Safety Advisory Committee (TSAC), a Congressionally
chartered Federal advisory committee that is supposed to
bring together all parts of the towing industry including
• the barge and towing industry (7 members;
• offshore mineral and oil towing industry(1 member);
• port districts, authorities, or terminal operators (2
members);
• maritime labor (2 members);
• shippers (2 members), and
• the general public (2 members).
The matter of AWO-domination of the Towing Safety
Advisory Committee became critically important to our
mariners in August 2005 when our Association published
GCMA Report # R-417, Request for Congressional
Oversight on the Towing Safety Advisory Committee.
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Licensed Officers’ Work-hours
Section
V
(Human
Factors),
subsection
B
(Watchstanding/Work Hours) of the 2005 version of the
Responsible Carrier Program states:
“Except as otherwise provided, such as 46 U.S. Code
§8104(c), current law (46 U.S. Code §8104(h) provides
that “an individual licensed to operate a towing vessel may
not work for more than 12 hours in a consecutive 24-hour
period except in an emergency.”

[Publication History: First published as Report #R-375 on
August 17, 2003.
Reviewed, revised, updated and
renumbered as GCMA Report #R-370-G (Series) on
November 21, 2006.]

The “licensed officers” on a towing vessel operating on
the western rivers are a “Master” who is in charge of the
vessel and a “Pilot” who is second in command. Generally,
each officer stands two six-hour watches in a 24 hour period.
The Master stands the forward watch from 0600 to noon and
1800 to 2400 hours while the Pilot stands the aft or after
watch from noon to 1800 and midnight to 0600.

INTRODUCTION
Early in 2003, the Gulf Coast Mariners Association
(GCMA) was surprised to learn from Rear Admiral Paul
Pluta’s staff at Coast Guard Headquarters that “Research
conducted by his legal staff revealed that the Coast Guard
lacks the requisite statutory authority to generate regulations
addressing work-hours for unlicensed mariners working
aboard uninspected towing vessels. Based on this, the Coast
Guard cannot initiate a rulemaking project.” This is typical
of the bureaucracy constipation that grips this agency when
mariners bring approach them with important problems that
beg for a solution.

Foundation of the “Call Watch” Complaint
“All other crewmembers on a towing vessel should be
permitted to work no more than 15 hours in any 24 hour
period or more than 42 hours in a 72-hour period, except in
an emergency or drill.”
“All other crewmembers” refers to unlicensed mariners
such as deckhands, “deckineers” who have responsibilities
on both the deck and in the engineroom, unlicensed
engineers with engineroom duties only, unlicensed “mates”
with deck duties, cooks, and tankermen. On the western
rivers and inland waters, these unlicensed individuals
(except for tankermen) require no Coast Guard credentials
whatsoever. In most cases, the Coast Guard does not even
know who these mariners are and currently has little

The Role of the American Waterways Operators
The American Waterways Operators (AWO), a lobbying
and trade association representing the tug and barge industry
and headquartered in Arlington, VA, maintains a safety
management system known as the Responsible Carrier
Program (RCP). AWO represents approximately 225 of
about 1,100 towing companies reported to exist in the
United States. The AWO has signed a “partnership”
agreement with the Coast Guard that gives the organization
1
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authority over them. This may change in 2007 with the
introduction of the Transportation Workers Identification
Credential – a controversial legislative item introduced in
mid-2006. The focus of our complaint is the AWO’s 15hour workday enshrined in the Responsible Carrier
Program and apparently quite acceptable to the Coast
Guard. Our complaint against the Coast Guard that
superintends the Merchant Marine is that they:
• Never sought Congressional authority by means of a
Legislative Change Proposal to reduce the number of
work hours from 15 to 12 in response to
recommendations on work hours from the National
Transportation Safety Board and formal requests by our
Association.
• Have not sought Congressional authority to require a true
two-watch system for all unlicensed positions on towing
vessels operating more than 12 hours in any 24-hour
period.
• Have not required 7 to 8 hours of rest for each unlicensed
crewman in each 24-hour period as their Crew
Endurance Management System studies indicate is a
human necessity.

In our request to Congress we asked Congress to give the
Coast Guard the authority to establish reasonable work-hour
limits for unlicensed mariners and direction to do so. We
believe that Congress determined there was merit in our
request.
We also asked Congress to apply similar wage and hour
laws that apply to shoreside workers to our lower-level mariners working on domestic waters.
In reviewing existing regulations, GCMA discovered that
the Coast Guard has not prescribed any work-hour limits for
unlicensed individuals such as deckhands, tankermen, and
unlicensed engineers on inland towing vessels. We also
determined that the Department of Labor had no work-hour
limitation regulations that would govern unlicensed personnel
on uninspected towing vessels. The same situation also exists
on other commercial vessels manned by lower-level unlicensed
or undocumented mariners and even with certificated
Tankermen. Consequently, we petitioned the Coast Guard to
protect our mariners by prescribing reasonable work-hours and
cited a number of pressing reasons in our petition (filed in the
Coast Guard docket) to do so.
Coast Guard Response: We received a letter from
CAPT J.D. Sarubbi, Chief, Office of Compliance dated
October 18, 2001 that stated:
“This is in response to the letter you faxed to this office
on July 19, 2001. In this letter you requested information
regarding
work-hour
limitations
for
unlicensed
crewmembers on an uninspected tow vessel sailing on the
inland waters of the United States.
“As you note in your letter, the Coast Guard does not
prescribe regulations governing work hour limitations for
unlicensed crew members aboard an uninspected towing
vessel operating on inland waters and western rivers. While
the Coast Guard frequently promulgates policies to interpret
existing regulations, to establish new policy in the absence
of a law would be prohibited by the Administrative
Procedures Act. Where pertinent regulations are not in
place, we rely on numerous non-regulatory solutions such as
the recent fatigue alertness campaign we have embarked on
with the American Waterway Operators, and the AWO Responsible Carrier Program...”

U.S. Department of Labor
Although the U.S. Department of Labor may address certain
issues concerning uninspected towing vessels,(1) the DOL
appears reluctant to intervene in a strictly maritime matter on
behalf of abused mariners working on the nation’s uninspected
towing vessels. When all is considered, OSHA, an agency of
the Department of Labor, lacked physical access to the nation’s
towing vessels to enforce their workplace regulations while
these vessels were underway. The Supreme Court decision in
the case of Chao, Secretary of Labor v. Mallard Bay Drilling,
Inc. decided on January 9, 2002(2) left the status of uninspected
towing vessels in limbo to be decided at some future date by
Congress. [(1)Refer to GCMA Report ##R-347, U.S. Dep’t of
Labor Directive CPL 2-1.20 and GCMA Report #R-338, Which
Agency Regulates Uninspected Towing Vessels. (2) Refer to
GCMA Report #R-300, Chao, Secretary of Labor vs. Mallard
Bay Drilling, Inc.]
Consequently, on February 14, 2003 GCMA addressed
this matter in a letter and report delivered to over 100
Congressmen and United States Senators as Issue #4 in
GCMA Report #R-350 and visited Capitol Hill to discuss the
issue with Members of Congress and Congressional staff.
On September 9, 2004, the President signed the Coast
Guard and Maritime Transportation Act of 2004. Section
409 of the Act granted the Secretary of the Department of
Homeland Security the authority “…to prescribe by
regulation requirements for maximum hours of service
(including recording and recordkeeping of that service) of
individuals engaged on a towing vessel…” Section 415 of
the Act provided for the inspection of towing vessels.
As of this date (Nov. 2006), the Coast Guard has not
promulgated regulations that limit work hours for unlicensed
crewmembers and is not sure how it will proceed on this issue.

On Dec. 2, 2002, Captain M.W. Brown, on Admiral
Pluta’s staff, stated in part: “Research conducted by Coast
Guard Headquarters legal staff revealed that the Coast Guard
lacks the requisite statutory authority to generate regulations
addressing work-hours for unlicensed mariners working
aboard uninspected towing vessels. Based on this, the Coast
Guard cannot initiate a rulemaking project.”
[GCMA Comment: Either the Coast Guard is ill
informed about working conditions on towing vessels or
simply does not care about the plight of our unlicensed
crewmembers.]
[GCMA Comment: We noted in GCMA Report #R-303
that Congress discovered that Coast Guard officers
expected their own enlisted personnel in search and
rescue units to work excessive numbers of hours. These
actions, in violation of clear agency policy, adversely
affected the retention rate of their own enlisted personnel. We question that the Coast Guard has the

ISSUE #4: WORK-HOUR LIMITS FOR
UNLICENSED CREW MEMBERS
[Refer to DOCKET #USCG-2002-12579 at
http://dms.dot.gov]
2
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expertise, resources, and motivation to continue to
superintend our civilian merchant mariners.]
Coast Guard response (continued): “Understanding
that the Coast Guard lacks specific authority to carry out this
rulemaking petition, you have requested that we seek a
Legislative Change Proposal (LCP) to provide for work-hour
restrictions for unlicensed crew members serving aboard
uninspected towing vessels. During the course of our normal
LCP evaluation cycle, we will consider whether or not to
include your particular request. However, it must be
mentioned that we need to be extremely selective in
choosing LCPs (to) go forward. We must consider the
resource implications as well as other stakeholders and
agencies and, frankly, the likelihood that our request will
succeed. Please keep in mind that you may pursue such
requests on your own also.”

Hour Laws and Regulations Need Review.
• GCMA Report #R-370-F. Crew Endurance Management
Systems.
THE HELL HOLE:
WORKING CALL WATCH FROM
BATON ROUGE TO NEW ORLEANS
By Captain David C. Whitehurst
While the Chambers of Commerce and Port Authorities
refer to the Lower Mississippi River between Baton Rouge
and New Orleans at the “chemical corridor,” deck crews on
the linehaul towboats refer to this area simply as “the Hell
Hole." Here is why:
As I relate this voyage, it was typical of many others. It
started out in St. Louis, MO, at 09:40 on June 11, 2003 on
the M/V EMANON, a 7,200 horsepower linehaul towboat
that completed its 1,100-mile voyage to New Orleans
without any exceptional or extraordinary events. We
departed from the Riverway Fleet at mile 174 Upper
Mississippi River (UMR) with 30 loads headed for New
Orleans. On the second day out, we received orders to pick
up one rake load and two box loads at Cairo, IL, at the
confluence of the Ohio River. We picked up another rake
and a box at Memphis, TN.

[GCMA Comment: The Coast Guard knows that
unlicensed vessel crewmembers work virtually unlimited
hours without offering any concrete support or
encouragement to overcome this injustice.
“Other
stakeholders” includes employers who, in other
industries, normally pay “overtime” wages for work
beyond eight (8) hours but are exempt from doing so in
the maritime industry.]
We consider unacceptable the AWO recommendation as
part of its Responsible Carrier Program (RCP) to limit
unlicensed crewmembers to 15 hours of work per day. This
condones a 105-hour workweek. Although RCP has much
to recommend it, its policies do not have the force of law
and its recommendations only apply to AWO members. An
AWO membership count of about 225 companies fails to
take into consideration Coast Guard figures showing more
than 1,100 towing companies in the United States. It does
not take a rocket scientist to understand why there is now
and will continue to be a shortage of deckhands,
“deckineers,” unlicensed engineers, cooks, etc. willing to
work on towing vessels and endure these work hours without
adequate provisions for rest and relaxation.

Stop #1. We arrived at the Waterman Fleet at 17:15 on June
12th at Cairo, IL. We woke the “call man” at 05:30 this
morning. We will focus our attention on the “call man” and his
“call watch” throughout the trip because we believe he best
illustrates the need for establishing a reasonable set of workhours for currently unregulated and undocumented merchant
seamen working on the western rivers and inland waters.
We will leave it to your imagination to determine how a
deckhand working a “call watch” on a typical Mississippi
River linehaul towboat must face and solve the issue of
fatigue during this voyage. To this point in time, the
problem is his and his alone. Most people outside this
industry have never heard of a “call watch” and are
oblivious to it. It is seldom if ever mentioned in Coast
Guard “Crew Endurance” literature. Since unions do not
represent most “lower level” mariners in the inland towing
industry, the average deckhand, as low man on the totem
pole, has no voice in improving his lot. As an independent
Association, GCMA speaks on his behalf.
If you don’t know what a call watch is, the concept is
simple. The deckhand assigned to a call watch, as the name
implies, is often called to work after hours whenever his
services are needed. He is expected to stand his regular
watch daily from 06:00 to 18:00 to perform regular duties on
the towboat including cleaning the crew quarters (i.e.,
accommodation spaces”), the head (i.e., toilet and bathing
facilities), and the pilothouse, chipping, painting and normal
outside maintenance. In addition, if his services are needed
at night, he will be “called out” to do “tow work” whenever
there are pick-ups or drop-offs to make. Unlike working on
the free-flowing Lower Mississippi River (LMR), when
working on a river with locks (i.e., a “locking river”) a
deckhand on call watch is expected to be on deck at every
lock, rain or shine, Summer, Winter, Spring and Fall.
Normally the deck crew swaps out the call watch duties

These additional documents are available from GCMA:
• GCMA Report #R-201, our “Yellow Book” titled
Mariners Speak Out on Violations of the 12-Hour Work
Day
• GCMA Report #R-305–Betrayed: A Call for Increased
Congressional Oversight of the United States Coast
Guard.
R-370 (Series) – 12-Hour Rule Violations
• GCMA Report #R-370, 12 Hour Rule Violation: The
Verret Case.
• GCMA Report #R-370-A.
Report to Congress:
Violation of the 12-Hour Rules: Webbers Falls Accident
Revisited.
• GCMA Report #R-370-B. Rev.4. Violation of the 12Hour Rules: The Tug Chinook Strikes & Damages The
Lake Washington Bridge.
• GCMA Report #R-370C, Rev.2.
12 Hour Rule
Violations: The Winkler Case.
• GCMA Report #R-370-D.
Work-Hour Abuse,
Whistleblower Protection and “Deadhead Transportation.
• GCMA Report #R-370-E. Crew Endurance: Work3
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every week or so. In this way every deck crewmember has
an opportunity to draw the call watch.
The purpose of the call watch is simple. It saves the
towing company the money it would have to spend if they
assigned a full day deck crew and a full night deck crew
although making and breaking tow takes place 24-hours a
day. There isn’t a whiff of overtime pay for pulling the long
hours that a deckhand must remain on duty when working a
call watch.
At Cairo, the fleet boat, M/V BARGE BEATER, arrives at
18:05 with the rake barge (i.e., a barge with a sloping bow).
Since our tow is too large to maneuver in the river, it requires
the services of smaller towboats (i.e., “fleet boats”) to assist in
adding or dropping barges at anchorages called “fleets.” The
barge is wired into the tow with its rake end upstream on the
starboard stern. Now, at 18:35, the fleet boat leaves us to pick
up the two other barges scheduled for our tow. It returns a little
over an hour later at 19:45 with two box barges (i.e., rectangular
barges with squared bow and stern); the deck crew wires them
in just ahead of the rake. This part of the job is finished at
22:05. However, we must break the boat out of the tow and
move it over to center it and face it up to the newly assembled
tow. We have to lay the backing wires (“long wires”), face
wires (“bow wires”), 65-foot ratchet wires on the port and
starboard bow and also the hold-down wires on the tow knees.
It takes about an hour to do this task and is now 23:05. The
call-man heads back to the boat and the rain-locker (i.e.,
shower), rounds up a bite to eat and finally hits the rack (i.e.,
bed). The Captain is a nice guy so the call-man gets to sleep
until 08:00. The deckhouse and the bottom deck is being
chipped to prime and then paint so the call-man won’t miss out
on his regular deck maintenance work. He will work until
17:00 with a break for lunch, then shower, have dinner, watch a
little TV and go to bed.

Cap-Mar Fleet just below the upper Baton Rouge Bridge at
mile 236 LMR. We have entered “the Hell Hole.” The callman is wakened at that time. The fleet boat, M/V
HEADLINE, arrives at 05:15 and the fun begins even
though we only have one barge to drop.
At 08:00 we back in and drop off one barge. It just
happens that this barge is in the port outside string of barges,
the second barge from the head of the tow. The deck crew
has to break about 12 sets of rigging to get this barge out of
the tow. The fleet boat departs with the “drop” (i.e., the
dropped barge) at 05:50 and heads to the fleet where its crew
will secure the barge in the fleet. The M/V HEADLINE
then carries out its regularly scheduled crew change. The
fleet boat crews generally work 12 hours on and 12 hours off
duty. The M/V HEADLINE returns at 06:40 to finish their
tow work. They slide the two loads back and wire the
barges into the tow. We release the fleet boat and depart
southbound at 07:25. Now the call-man returns to the
towboat from the tow, pours a cup of coffee, and takes a
break in the deck locker. On this boat, the deck locker is an
open work room with tools, vises, a janitorial sink with
running water, deck supplies, and milk crates to sit on with
all the comforts of a gymnasium locker room. Although not
air conditioned, it provides shade, shelter from the elements
and a place to shed your work vest and equally filthy
clothing and rain gear to prevent “tracking up” the interior of
the boat. It is the boundary between the outside world and
the air conditioned comfort and cleanliness of “home.”
To complete the removal of one loaded barge, there are
about 10 to 12 sets of rigging to break and re-lay. One set of
rigging consists of one ratchet that can weigh about 30 pounds
and one 35-foot wire (i.e., cable) that has a eye in both ends.
The extent of the work all depends on the size of the eyes and
the diameter of the wire. Maybe the wire is 5/8 inch, or 7/8
inch or even 1 inch so its weight varies although its length is
standardized. Most of the wire is used elevator hoisting cable
that has already completed its first lifetime of service and may
be starting to develop “fishooks” or broken wires that make it
very user unfriendly. Then there is the chain sling. This is a
wire hula-hoop with anywhere from four to six chain links on it.
Again, the weight varies. The chain links, shackles, and pins
are accessories. Handling the first barge took a little over three
hours including the time to unwire, move it, and rewire the
barges that have to be moved.

Stop #2. We arrive at McKeller Lake (Memphis, TN)
mile 725 LMR (Lower Mississippi River) at 01:10 on June
14th to pick up the rake and box loads. The call-man was
wakened just before midnight at watch change at 23:30. The
fleet boat, M/V RUSTBUCKET, arrives with the two barges
at 01:50. The assembled deck crew (i.e., one deck mate and
one deckhand) augmented by the call-man wires these
barges into the tow, finishing the job at 02:55. We get
underway, southbound, with 35 loaded barges with the next
stop scheduled at Baton Rouge, LA. The call-man heads
back to the boat and the rain locker. He grabs something to
eat and hits the rack. He is awakened at 11:00, eats
breakfast or lunch as available, and is at work chipping paint
from 12:00 to 17:00. We are fortunate that the M/V
EMANON still has an assigned cook otherwise the menu
would be heavy on “baloney” sandwiches! The meal is
followed by a shower, maybe a little TV if the reception is
passable, and then bed.
On June 15th at 05:00 the call-man gets up with the rest
of the crew, eats breakfast and from 06:00 to 11:00 chips
paint and grinds rust. The job shuts down at 11:00 for lunch,
resumes from 12:00 to 17:00 when he showers, has supper,
watches a little TV, goes to bed looking forward to the tow
work that lies ahead of him the next day. This is as close to
“routine” as it ever gets.

Stop #4. After finishing our work at Cap-Mar Fleet we
depart and head to the next stop at CCI-Baton Rouge about
four miles down river at mile 227.5 LMR where we arrive
35 to 40 minutes later. We back in just below Collegetown
Light, mile 226.6 LMR arriving at 08:20 on June 16th. Here
we must drop off three barges. One barge is the second
barge back from the head of the tow in the starboard middle
string(1) of barges. The second barge is on the port stern
outside. The third barge is on the starboard stern inside
string, fourth barge back from the head of the tow.
[(1)Vocabulary: String = a row of barges counting from
front to rear within the tow.]
The fleet boat, M/V NOPUSH, arrives at 08:50. The
first move is to pull two barges out of the starboard middle
string and hang a drop barge on another drop barge that is on
the starboard stern corner of the tow. Then the fleet boat
must go into the hole with one barge. Next step is to pull

Stop #3. It is 04:25 on June 16th when we back in at the
4
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four barges out of the inside starboard string. He puts this
drop barge end-to-end with the first drop barge that he hung
down on the outside of the tow.
Next, the fleet boat goes back into the inside starboard
string with the three barges. After all this is wired back in
place, we have old M/V NOPUSH move one barge over to
the inside string and wire it into the tow.
Now, the M/V NOPUSH faces up to the hang down drop
barge and departs with all three loads. We book eight (8) sets
of rigging because our orders show that we must pick up five
empty barges on our northbound voyage. The M/V NOPUSH
finally departs, and we back out and head southbound. It is
now 15:15 and the call-man heads back to the boat. The cook
has his plate (i.e., a very late lunch) in the oven. The call-man
jumps into the rain locker, eats and heads to his rack to grab a
few winks before our next stop at the Darrow-180 Fleet. The
call-man has been up and on duty for the past 10 hours, 50
minutes and knows what lies ahead.

more quickly and safely if he had a second deckhand to
work with. If the fleet boat’s deckhand falls overboard, it
will be extremely difficult for the Captain, as the only other
person on the boat, to rescue him from the river. But, that is
a preventable “accident” waiting to happen and apparently
cheaper to insure against rather than to man the vessel with
an adequate number of deckhands.
[GCMA Comment: Fleet boats on rivers should be fitted
with appropriate lifesaving gear including a Jason’s
Cradle or equivalent and manned with at least two
deckhands to ensure that a man overboard can be
retrieved quickly. Companies operating fleet boats
should be required to plan for just such an eventuality.]
[GCMA Comment: Our Association submitted GCMA
Report # R-354, Rev.1. A Direct Appeal to Congress on
Lifesaving Issues Affecting Lower-Level Mariners to
Congress in 2003.]

Stop #5. Our next stop at the Darrow-180 Fleet, about a
six-hour run with one barge to drop. We arrive at Darrow180 Fleet at mile 180 LMR at 20:05. The call-man was
awakened at 19:30. He dons his personal protective gear
including a pocket knife, steel toe boots, leather gloves, and
grabs a cup of coffee and heads out on the tow. We have
two barges to drop at Darrow-180. Both are on the head of
the tow, side by side. The fleet boat, M/V BOTTOMSUP,
arrives at 20:20. He pulls the “drops,” hangs them on the
outside of the tow, and slides one barge over. He then faces
up to the drop barges and heads to the fleet. We back out
and depart southbound at 20:50. The call-man comes off the
tow and back to the boat. He gets some coffee, relaxes on a
milk carton in the deck locker, and maybe has a bite to eat
because the next stop at the Darrow-175 Fleet is only about
35 to 40 minutes away.

While waiting for the fleet boat to return, our deck crew
takes a short break, and gets some coffee or Gatorade.
At 00:10 on June 17th, the M/V BUMPER arrives back
and we finish breaking out the boat and position the M/V
EMANON on the outside of the tow to hold it in position
while the M/V BUMPER extracts the last two drops and
pulls back up to the tow. It is 04:40 when the M/V
BUMPER departs with his last drops.
The next job is to drop six barges at the Donaldsonville
Fleet that we access at the same stop. The Donaldsonville
fleet boats are making their regular crew change so our
whole crew has time to take a break and have breakfast.
At 06:15 the M/V LINEBREAKER, the Donaldsonville
fleet boat assigned to work with us, arrives and our deck
crew heads out on the tow and starts to unwire two barges on
the head of the tow on the port side. At 06:45, the M/V
LINEBREAKER is back and extracts one barge from the
starboard string and hangs it on the stern of the tow. They
then pull another barge off the head of the tow and place it
on the outside of the other two drops.
The M/V
LINEBREAKER goes to the head of the tow and moves two
barges over and our crew wires them in. The fleet boat now
makes up to the drops and departs at 09:35. As we back out
and head south; our call-man returns to the boat to shower
and get some sleep before the next stop. The call-man has
been up and on duty for the past fourteen hours.

Stop #6 is at Darrow-175 Fleet at mile 175 LMR on the
left descending bank (LDB). We back in out of the
navigation channel just above the Pumpkin Bezette Range
Lights, mile 173 LMR, LDB. A fleet boat, M/V BUMPER,
is on scene. We have five barges to drop with three of them
in the inside port string and two more on the stern that are
now serving as face-up barges. We take the three barges in
the port string off first and the M/V BUMPER departs at
22:35 headed back to the fleet with these drops.
The deck crew starts to break the boat out of the tow and
even takes several doubled-up wires off the two remaining
drops that are the two face-up barges on the stern of the tow.
Since two of the barges are faced-up to the towboat, we must
break the boat out from the tow and remove our long wires,
face wires, ratchet wires and hold down wires. We must
replace the two barges we drop at this fleet with two other
barges so we can reface the towboat to the tow. Needless to
say, this involves considerable work.
The M/V BUMPER calls and tells us that it will take
them a little longer than expected because they are having
trouble picking up the shore wire that they must tie the three
barges they just took from us. This is because the fleet boat
has only a Captain and a single deckhand who must
manually pick up the eye of a 250-foot long 1½” diameter
steel cable by himself using a pike pole or a grapnel, and
then secure the three barges to it. Things would move much

Stop #7 is at Weber Fleet, Burnside, LA, mile 166 LMR.
The call-man is awakened at 10:40 on June 17th about one
hour after he went to sleep; if there had been a delay he
could have slept longer – but, that’s the breaks! We arrive
off St. Alice light, mile 168.4 LMR and back in at 11:10.
We have two barges to drop off. The fleet boat, M/V
BITTPULLER, arrives and starts to pull the first barge and
hangs it on the outside of our tow. Then, he goes after the
other barge, pulls it out and doubles up the two barges. He
departs for Weber Fleet at 12:15.
We now have four barges to deliver to the CGB-164
Fleet at the same stop. The M/V SINKING is dropping
some barges at Zen-Noh grain so the call-man returns to the
boat, gets a bite to eat, and takes a little break awaiting M/V
SINKING’s arrival. At 13:40, the M/V SINKING arrives
5
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and starts digging his four barges out. When he gets them in
the clear, he hangs them on the outside of the tow and shifts
a few barges in the tow so that it can all be wired back
together to continue its southbound voyage. At 16:50, we
say farewell to the CGB-164 Fleet and depart pushing
twelve loads. The call-man comes back to the boat, gets
something to drink and takes a break in the deck locker for
the short run down to the Convent Fleet.

PACKING UP
The fleet boat moved the drop barge to the stern of the
tow so that our deck crew could strip all the loose rigging
that had been dumped on that barge and stack it on the M/V
EMANON. There are about 75 sets of rigging, two depth
sounder poles, navigation lights, 1,000 feet of extension
cord, 1,000 feet of sounder wire three two-inch and onethree inch jigger pumps used to pump several leaking barges
en route along with their suction hoses and foot valves.

Stop #8. We arrive at Convent Fleet at 18:25 on July
17th where we will drop two loads. The M/V GIZMO comes
and picks up one barge and heads to the K-2 Rig. K-2 is an
old ship that has been turned into a grain conveyor. It is
18:40 and we stand by waiting on the fleet boat. At 19:45
we call the fleet office and ask where the fleet boat is. The
reply is that it is working at the K-2 Rig and will be with us
shortly. The call-man is on standby in the deck locker as the
fleet boat is expected momentarily. At 20:05 the M/V
GIZMO reappears and picks up the second barge and heads
off to the fleet with it. However, before we can proceed we
must slide a barge over before we can depart. At 21:10 the
M/V GIZMO arrives back and makes this shift in our tow.
At 21:50 we start to depart when our FAX machine delivers
the message that we have orders to drop one additional
barge. We back in again and wait on the fleet boat. The
call-man comes back to the boat and stands by in the deck
locker.
At 23:25 a different fleet boat, the M/V
DOWNBOW, arrives and starts to clear the drop. But, as
soon as he gets it clear, the fleet office calls him and tells
him to pull a barge off the K-2 Rig.
The M/V DOWNBOW pushes the drop into his fleet and
heads to service the K-2 Rig. We have to wait on the fleet
boat to return and make a shift within our tow before we can
depart. It is 00:50 on June 18th when the call-man comes in
off the tow and hangs out in the deck locker waiting for the
fleet boat to return. At 03:05 the M/V GIZMO is dispatched
to shift the barges in our tow so we can get underway. At
04:20 the last barge is wired into the tow and we are ready to
depart southbound. The call-man comes in off the tow to the
towboat, takes a quick shower, throws his pile of dirty
laundry in the washing machine, and crawls into his rack
before the next stop. The call-man has been up and on duty
for 17 hours, 40 minutes.

THE VOYAGE ENDS
Stop #11 is at CGB-LaPlace, mile 134.6 LMR, RDB
where we arrive at 14:20. We have four barges to drop
and the fleet boat, M/V HITDOCK, arrived to help us
land in the fleet. The M/V HITDOCK assisted by pulling
the last three drops for Upper St. Rose fleet out of our
remaining seven barge tow. We assembled the remaining
three-barge tow and departed LaPlace at 15:45 after
picking up the remaining rigging.
Stop #12. We arrived with the last drops at the Upper
St. Rose Fleet, mile 126 LMR, at 16:25 where we
dropped all three barges directly in the fleet. At 16:40 we
began pulling eighty (80) sets of rigging off these last
barges and transferring them to the towboat. The deck
crew finished with the rigging at 19:45 on the evening of
June 18th at which time the call-man turned in after being
up and on duty for the call-man was up and on duty for 13
hours, 15 minutes.
CREW ENDURANCE
For members of the deck crew on a linehaul towboat, the
Lower Mississippi River from Baton Rouge to New Orleans
is called “The Hell Hole” a name that is especially
appropriate for the individual on “call watch.” The “callman” must take up all the slack of the deckhand that the
company decided not to hire. There are few Coast Guard
“manning” regulations that cover this sector of the towing
industry. Let’s examine the on-duty hours our call-man put
in.
Starting when he arises on June 16th at 04:25 and ending
on June 18th at 19:45 encompasses a period of 63 hours, 20
minutes. Of that time, the call-man has been up and on
duty for a total of 55 hours, 45 minutes. The call-man had
three periods in which he tried to obtain some real sleep –
other than possible catnaps lying on deck or propped up in
the deck locker. However, the length of these periods (i.e.,
his “rack time”) was minimal: #1 – 4 hours, 15 minutes; #2 –
1 hour, 5 minutes; and #3 – 2 hours, 10 minutes. None of
these periods meets the criteria of 7 to 8 hours of
uninterrupted sleep the Coast Guard’s own crew endurance
studies believe are necessary for a person to maintain his

Stop #9. We continue down river to the next stop at CCITerre Haute Fleet at mile 144, LMR, RDB (i.e., on the Right
Descending Bank) where we arrive at 05:10 June 18th. Since
the fleet boat was making their crew change, we did not waken
the call-man since we only had to drop one barge. The M/V
ROLLOVER arrived at 06:10 as soon as they finished crew
change. They pulled the barge out of the tow with no problem.
We continued southbound at 06:25 with seven loads.
Stop #10. We arrived at St. John’s Fleet, mile 141 LMR
at 07:05 on June 18th. We woke the call-man at 06:30 so he
could get some coffee, dump his wet wash in the clothes
dryer, and have a bite to eat before the fleet boat, M/V
DOWNSTREAM arrived to pull one drop barge off the head
of the tow.
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health and work safely during a tour of duty that can last from
several weeks to a month or more. If contemplated changes in
crew endurance are made, the outlook is that these changes will
be voluntary rather than mandatory and that little will change in
the life of a deckhand on a river towboat.
Most of this 55 hours, 45 minutes of “on-duty” time was
spent in “tow work.” We note that this was a very good
voyage. However, if a voyage goes bad, for example if the tow
runs aground and breaks up it is left to the crew to put it back
together again. This can take from hours to days to pull the
barges off the ground and wire the tow back together again. It
is left to the deck crew to pump and “shingle” (i.e., patch)
leaking barges. The towboat moving such a tow carries many
sets of emergency rigging to replace snapped wires. In an
emergency, other towboats are pressed into service to round-up
loose barges and prevent them from damaging shoreside
facilities including docks, pipelines, bridge abutments, water
intakes etc. One recent accident with a 42-barge tow caused
$940,000 damage to facilities in Baton Rouge, LA. (1) [(1) Refer
to GCMA Report #R-340, Rev.8, Oversize and Overloaded
Tows Cause Safety Problems.]

the tow and will be returned in the same fashion. All this
equipment must be hoisted or lowered across the gunwales
of the boat onto the deck of the barges, often across an
intervening water gap.
Most companies provide radios for the deck mate (i.e.,
person in charge of the deck crew) to contact the pilothouse.
Some companies provide a radio for each deckhand while
others do not. Nevertheless, this is an important safety
consideration. On locking rivers the sounder cord carried to
the head of the tow doubles as a speaker cord when entering
the lock and at the break couplings on double lockings (i.e.,
where the entire tow is too long to fit into the locks) and is
also used when making bridges.
There are “jigger pumps” to pump out leaking barges en
route and a Jackstaff pole that must be mounted and remounted
on the centerline of the center barge at the head of the tow. All
this equipment must be moved from the storage locker on the
towboat to where it is needed on the tow that, on the tow of the
M/V EMANON, could be as far as 1,000 feet away – and
longer on larger tows. When moved by fleet boat, all this
equipment must be moved from boat to boat, often a number of
times and from one level to another depending on whether the
barges are empty or loaded.
There are no Coast Guard regulations that govern the
work hours of the deck crew and few workplace protections
actively enforced by the U.S. Coast Guard or the U.S.
Department of Labor. It always has been to the advantage of
the towing industry not to broadcast this problem and
thereby avoid the spotlight of government oversight. They
leave it to the injured and maimed to attempt to make their
claims with their insurance carriers or fight the battle in
court. There have been a plethora of injuries and fatalities
reported over the years from a variety of causes that stirred
the Coast Guard to raise the issue with the American
Waterways Operators, an industry trade association, and to
set up a “Quality Action Team” to examine the fatalities in
1996 (as mentioned below). However, the Coast Guard
apparently has little insight on the matter of work-hours for
unlicensed crewmen on this huge fleet of towing vessels
that, even with the 2004 Congressional mandate, remain
“uninspected” and inadequately regulated. The Coast Guard
demonstrated little interest in addressing abuses such as
those of the call watch by initiating a Legislative Change
Proposal (LCP) as suggested by GCMA. This is precisely
why the Gulf Coast Mariners Association, after discussing
the problems with both the Coast Guard and the U.S.
Department of Labor, turned directly to Congress for help.
It is not hard to understand why working this part of the
Lower Mississippi River described in this report is called the
“Hell Hole.” Nor is it hard to understand why fatigue is a
leading issue among mariners working in the inland towing
industry.

The M/V EMANON’s tow came down river as a 35barge tow 1,000 feet long by 245 feet wide. Some tows
pushed by more powerful towboats contain as many as 48
barges. The M/V EMANON is equipped with about 150
sets of rigging that must be moved back and forth to the
location on the tow where it is needed. Moving the other
deck equipment on a tow or even walking to the head of a
tow is like walking an obstacle course of narrow walkways
broken by all sorts of tripping hazards. These hazards
include such things as flush hatches with (possibly) loose
covers, raised hatches protruding 8 to 10 inches above the
deck with protruding dogs, high coamings and external
braces, stiffeners, ladders, kevels, buttons, an occasional
winch, and numerous other vents, pipes and fittings of all
types depending upon the barge’s service. Deckhands must
walk between barges floating at different levels and with
gaps between some of the barges. This is especially
hazardous at night with limited lighting, and it is very easy
to lose a sense of situational awareness especially when
fatigued. The rigging uses ratchets and “cheater pipes” for
tightening and steel “toothpicks” to keep it from turning as it
is being tightened. There are sledge hammers and other
crude tools that must be taken out on the barges and later
accounted for. There are also two depth-sounder poles,
portable navigation lights with over 1,000 feet of extension
cord conducting live 120-volt electricity across steel barges
that often are wet or damp, and 1,000 feet of sound cord to a
speaker on the head of the tow.
The rigging used on the tow is never carried or dragged
the length of the tow because of its weight and because it is
so clumsy to handle. Rather, the rigging is moved by water
wherever possible. The fleet boat takes the rigging from the
towboat to the point where it will be needed up and down

[GCMA POSITION: The use of a “call watch” on any
towing vessel in 24-hour service should be outlawed.]
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TERMS USED ON RIVER
TOWBOATS

TOOTHPICK
Used to prevent
the ratchet, links
and wire from
turning as
you tighten.

CHEATER BAR
Long hollow pipe
Placed over the
ratchet handle
to increase
leverage.

SPOOL
Designed primarily for wire
rope. Requires an eye to be
used for tying or may be used
as a fairlead. Normally placed
on deck of a towboat.

CAVEL
Designed also for Fiber or wire
rope. This fitting requires a
criss-cross fashion of your line
when making it fast. Checking
(a braking action) a barge can
be done with this fitting in the
absence of timberheads.

CLOSED CHOCK
Used only for holding
down line by running it
through the center of the
chock. Ideal in cases
where the line is made
fast below and
eliminates "riding up" on
the head.

STEAMBOAT RATCHET
Every coupling between barges requires
at least two ratchets to pull them tight.
Its ratchet in good working order with
cleaned and oiled threads, will pull
barges together with much less strain
on your part. To avoid running out of
thread when you need it, always wind
the ratchet out when not in use.

BUTTON
Found mostly on lock walls designed to
hold the eye of a line or wire. Is also used
as deck fitting on boats.

TIMBERHEADS
The timberhead or bitt is
used with line for making
fast, and for checking,
mooring, etc.
FID
Used in
splicing
Fiber
line.

SLEDGE
Breaks open
a coupling by
knocking the
keeper loose
from the
pelican
hook.

MARLINSPIKE
Used for splicing wire.

PELICAN HOOK
JACKSTAFF
A long pole with a pendant or
air sock attached to its tip and
placed at center of head of
tow. It allows pilot to check
swing of tow
PIKE POLE
A long pole with a hook on
one end used for pulling in
line or wire that is out of
reach. It may be painted
with red and white
markings to
denote a scale
in measuring
water depth or
barge draft.
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GCMA has encountered problems with U.S. Coast Guard
investigations of accidents and injuries. The following
GCMA reports outline these problems:
R-429 (Series) Investigations.
• GCMA Report #R-429. (Series) GCMA Report to
Congress: How Coast Guard Investigations Adversely
Affect Lower Level Mariners.
• GCMA Report #R-429-A. (Series) U.S. Coast Guard
Investigations. [Reprint of the 1994 Coast Guard’s own
R&D Report.]
• GCMA Report #R-429-B. (Series) Report of the USCG
Quality Action Team on Marine Safety Investigations.
1996. [Reprint of Coast Guard self-examination.]
• GCMA Report #R-429-C. Coast Guard Marine Casualty
Investigations.
• GCMA Report #R-429-D. (Series) Coast Guard
Investigations: Buzzard’s Bay Tank Barge Grounding
and Oil Spill, April 27, 2003
• GCMA Report #R-429-E.
(Series)
Accident
Investigations: If You Are Involved in an Accident,
Don’t Expect to be Read Your Rights.

QUALITY ACTION TEAM REPORT
ON DECK CREW SAFETY
A Joint Coast Guard-American Waterways Operators
(AWO) Quality Action Team (QAT) was chartered in
November 1995 to identify safety or environmental
protection problems of national scope for cooperative Coast
Guard and industry attention.
According to the Executive Summary, this report(1)
reviewed relevant literature and previous studies as well as
the Coast Guard’s casualty data for the 10-year period from
1985-1994. The scope of the report specifically focused on
fatalities in the inland towing industry on the Mississippi and
Ohio River systems and the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway
from Brownsville to St. Marks, FL. [(1)Refer to GCMA
Report #R- R-428-B, Report of the Coast Guard-AWO
Quality Action Team on Towing Vessel Crew Fatalities.
This is a GCMA reprint of the Coast Guard Report.]
During this period 1985-1994, there were 136 inland
towing vessel fatalities in an industry that claimed to have an
exemplary safety record. That myth exploded in a 1994
Coast Guard document that caused both the industry and the
Coast Guard considerable embarrassment.(1)
[(1)Refer to
GCMA Report #R-351, Rev. 1, How Safe is the Towing
Industry?]
Vessel employees classified as deck crew suffered a
fatality rate more than twice that of all other towing vessel
crewmembers. Of these fatalities, some 83% resulted from
crewmembers falling overboard from a boat or barge. Deck
crewmembers under the age of 25 incurred the highest
fatality rate of any other age category.
“The QAT analysis revealed that falls overboard
resulting in fatality tend to occur in roughly equal numbers
from barges and towing vessels; generally during clear
weather; at any time day or night; while the vessel is
underway; and during the performance of routine tasks, such
as line handling, deck maintenance or moving on the
vessel…”
The QAT was able to identify a list of key causal factors
that contributed to fall overboard incidents... “Those factors
include:
• Lack of orientation or training, including skill
assessment;
• Lack of planning or pre-briefing for routine maneuvers,
including a
clear
assignment
of individual
responsibilities;
• Violation or absence of company policies and
procedures, in particular policies dealing with
communication, safe work practices, and teamwork;
• Lack of supervision or inadequate supervision;
• Lack of communication; taking shortcuts;
• Failure to use available safety equipment; and
• Lapses in “situational awareness.”

[GCMA Comment: The work-hours for every unlicensed
crewmember of a towing vessel must be regulated by the
Coast Guard and must not exceed the duty hours for the
licensed officers that supervise them. Refer to 46 U.S.
Code §8904(c) as amended in 2004.]
[GCMA Comment: The work-hour statutes for officers
on uninspected towing vessels must be adjusted to be the
same as those for watch officers on inspected vessels of
comparable size and/or horsepower.]
[GCMA Comment: A regulation must require all hours
“on duty” to be maintained in a vessel logbook subject to
subpoena from the Coast Guard and/or U.S. Department
of Labor for purposes of compliance and/or accident
investigation.
Refer to 46 U.S. Code §8904(c) as
amended in 2004.]
[GCMA Comment: The definition of “emergency”
should appear in a regulation and not in an obscure
policy letter.]
[GCMA Comment: A record that records and followsup all reportable injuries similar to OSHA Form 300
must replace the currently abused and insufficient CG2692 reporting procedure to protect our mariners health
and welfare.]
WHAT MUST BE DONE TO PROTECT
OUR MARINERS
By Captain Bill Beacom

[GCMA Comment: In light of the foregoing, we believe it
is significant that the list compiled by U.S. Coast Guard
and industry experts contains no mention of “fatigue” in
connection with the possible cause of these accidents.
Dead men tell no tales, but we believe their shipmates
could if well-trained Coast Guard investigators ever
asked them.]

[Source: A letter to the editor by Captain Bill Beacom in
The Waterways Journal, Nov. 6, 2006 titled Ostriches Face
Reality.]
Management in the towing industry uses the same
approach to facing reality as the Ostrich. There are currently
many personnel issues confronting the towing industry that
9
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management has no answer to. Those who think they have
answers are being very quiet so they do not ruffle the
feathers of those who might disagree with them. Or, they
may consider the effort to keep their own house in order
their only responsibility.
Because of this attitude, the industry is suffering. Where
is the leadership we see only when ice blocks the river or
droughts shut navigation down? The problem of recruiting,
training, and keeping employees is even more important
because it is not seasonal, nor is it likely to change with an
increase in rain. Because there are many reasons for the
present dilemma, no one answer will solve the problem. An
attitude change would certainly be a start. That attitude
change must start with the Coast Guard and work its way
down through everyone in management.
Seven years ago, the National Transportation Safety Board
sent a letter to all modes of transportation recommending, for
reasons of health and safety, the regulatory agencies ensure that
all employees be given the opportunity for adequate rest, taking
into account circadian rhythms, and a regular sleep time. The
agencies responsible for airline transportation, trucking, and
railroads complied. The Coast Guard replied they did not have
the statutory authority to enforce compliance, and instead of
figuring out a way to partner with the industry because the
health and safety of the work force was being threatened, did
nothing. They not only made no attempt to solve the problem,
they ignored it.
This is not surprising, because it does not meet the
industry criteria for establishing a partnership. Every boat
employee knows what that criterion is. It must give the
companies more independence to make money. This
translates to a towboater as meaning that less people must do
more work. That more work has many acronyms – RCP,
CEM, VSO, SMS among others – but not one Coast Guard
management partnership has resulted in compliance with the
NTSB’s recommendation, or less work. On the contrary
things are much worse now than they were in 1999.
Congress, upon seeing working conditions worsening
and the Coast Guard doing virtually nothing, wrote and
passed bills in 2004 giving the Coast Guard the authority to
inspect towing vessels which includes manning
requirements, and to also regulate the work hours of
employees. Two years later, both the Coast Guard and the
companies are still stonewalling, trying to come up with an
idea for another partnership that can be implemented without
costing the industry any money. The reader can easily
recognize the arrogance of industry in taking the Coast
Guard for granted. Example: The Towing Safety Advisory
Committee, which the AWO completely controls,
recommended as part of the new Safety Management
System the following under working hours: “No
crewmember on a towing vessel may work more than 15
hours in any 24 hour period or more than 42 hours in a 72
hour period, except in an emergency or drill.” This
recommendation includes the following note: “The working
group considered but did not adopt a recommendation that
all crewmembers receive a minimum of 6 hours of
uninterrupted rest in every 24 hour period.” Even slaves
were allowed to sleep after the sun went down. Is it any

wonder the industry can’t attract workers?
It is time to step up and move the industry into the 21st
century or suffer the fate of those industries that died in the
20th. The naysayers will read this letter and brag they have
always been able to control the Coast Guard and Congress,
and nothing has changed. I beg to differ. The two bills
mentioned above were passed with a Republican majority in
both House and Senate, and a Republican President. This is
unprecedented for Republicans. Democrats traditionally
have been the only party to champion the causes of labor.
Even if the Democrats don’t win the House, things are
changing, because Congressman Oberstar will continue
fighting for mariners with more Republicans at his side. If
the Democrats win, he will be the (Committee Chairman of)
the House Transportation and Infrastructure Committee, in a
Democrat controlled House and will control House Coast
Guard oversight.
The question is, can we fix it, or do we leave it up to
Congress? The answer is yes, we can fix it, and a
collaborative solution is always preferred over an imposed
one. We start by doing away with all “call watches” and
one-engineer boats over 1,800 horsepower. We move on by
re-assigning responsibilities. One reassignment would be
removing the burden of the Responsible Carrier Program
and Crew Endurance Management from the Captain. Other
steps must follow but these steps must be taken immediately.
Some companies have already taken some steps. There
are people in management who are as appalled as I am over
the direction the industry is taking. I could name several but
will not complicate their lives by doing so because they are
in the minority. Instead of having various industry meetings
a year in which the topics most important to survival are
always purposely left off the agenda, there needs to be a
“return to reality” meeting to address personnel problems
currently being ignored, with those being ignored invited.
Oops!!!! While this may be another opportunity to pack a
meeting with “yes men,” remember a solution has not been
reached by only listening to the voices of those who are
either too intimidated to give their true appraisal or aspire to
a management position. This industry needs to accomplish
something positive that will relieve the malaise and show
mariners the industry also wants its mariners to be its
partners. The election will be over before you read this
letter, and some of the players may change but the urgency
to address this problem will not change.
As for the analogy to the Ostrich, that story was
debunked long ago. No animal that is prey would survive if
it hid its head, and no industry will either.
Capt. Bill Beacom
Sioux City, Iowa
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